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199 N.W.2d 65 CITY OF WESTLAND v. OTVESS
Docket No. 11350. Michigan Court of Appeals.
Decided January 17, 1972. Frank J. Kelley,
Attorney General, Robert A. Derengoski, Solicitor
General, and Ralph A. Brunner and Alexander K.
Grunow, Assistants Attorney General, for the
plaintiff. Braun, Kendrick, Finkbeiner & Schafer,
for defendant. Before: R.B. BURNS, P.J., and
BRONSON and TARGONSKI,[*] JJ. PER CURIAM.
Defendant was convicted of using an obscene word
in a public place. The only issue raised on appeal
is the sufficiency of the complaint. We affirm. The
complaint charged that defendant had used
certain words in a public place "with intent to
publicly use such word to the annoyance of others
in a manner *708 insulting to their taste". MCLA
600.5805; MSA 27A.5805 does not require any
allegation of the words' obscene character, but
only that they were used in a public place. This is



the identical language of the Court of Appeals
when interpreting a similar statute, MCLA
600.5866; MSA 27A.5866. We thus have the
identical situation where the statute itself, the
statute construed by the Court of Appeals, and the
complaint all required that the words be "used
with intent". The difference is in their language.
Reversed and remanded for new trial. No costs, a
public question being involved. BRONSON, J.,
concurred. TARGONSKI, J. (dissenting). I disagree
with the majority's conclusion that the words
charged in the present case can be understood as
being used for the purpose of insulting the public
or
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